HiTech Sports strongly recommends safety straps on all roof mounted, and upward hinged wall mounted basketball systems regardless of design or brand for safety reasons.

Safety straps are common around the world and provide a vital fall back should there be mechanical problems and a cable break or fail.

We have available at the time of installation or as a retrofit the most advanced Safety Strap on the world market to provide additional security for facility owners.

- New design with faster retraction than older products.
- 50% more belt tension to minimise strap droop when systems are in play.
- Unique multi pawl design with fall sensing inertia plate for immediate activation.
- Safety feature to prevent re-use once activated in emergency situation.
- This ensures facilities have the full system checked before operating them again.
- Super quiet operation.
- Maximum travel and fall indicators.
- Nylon strap roller guide system to extend strap life.
- Integrated pivot mount to align direction of force in an emergency to minimise stress on the building.
- Copes with loads up to 4,500 kg.
- Heat treated alloy for greater strength.
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